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In the past few years, problems of congestion
in space have been highlighted by the
accidental collision of the American Iridium 33
and Russian Cosmos 2251 satellites on 9
March 2009. Already in January 2007, the
deliberate destruction by China of one of its
satellites by anti-satellite missile fire had
produced a cloud of over 3,000 pieces of
debris. 
This question is becoming alarming. Indeed the
Air and Space Academy showed great insight
in organising a conference on the subject of
space debris in 2002. 
The U.N. Committee on the Peaceful Uses of
Outer Space (COPUOS), which I had the honour
of chairing in 2006-08, drafted a text relating to
the limitation of space debris which was
endorsed by the U.N. general assembly  through
its resolution 62/217 adopted in late 2007. 
This text however has no compulsory legal value
and discussions on space debris within
COPUOS have indirectly raised the wider
question of the security of space activities,
today threatened by the growing density of
debris on certain low Sun-synchronous orbits
popular with weather and Earth observation
satellites, both civil and military. The Defence
commission of the Academy has looked into the
question and drawn up a report, the Academy's
Dossier 31 “For a European approach to
security in space”, published in 2008. 
In 2009, COPUOS, faced with this challenge,
decided to set up a working group to look into

the “Long term sustainability of space
activities”.
This group began its work in 2010 with the aim
of drawing up guidelines designed to minimise
risk of collisions and interferences in orbit.
In parallel, the question of the possible
deployment of weapons in space comes under
the scope of the Geneva Disarmament
Conference, which has made little progress on
this subject since the 1990s.  However two
important recent initiatives must be highlighted:
• the Russian-Chinese “PPWT” Draft Treaty

on the Prevention of Placement of Weapons
in Outer Space, the Threat or Use of Force
Against Outer Space Objects, officially
presented to the Disarmament Conference
in February 2008. This draft is deemed
unacceptable by the Americans and most
European states since it is not verifiable and
does not deal with the use of force from the
ground against objects in space;

• the EU project of a “Code of conduct” for
activities in space, initiated in 2007 by the
Council of the European Union. Since this
date, it has been the object of many
international consultations, notably
conducted by France during its presidency of
the EU in the second semester of 2008. The
most recent version was approved by the
Council on 27 September and made public
on 11 October 2010.

These consultations have brought to light a
high level of reticence on the part of Russia,

concerned about the effect of this initiative on
its PPWT project. China seems to have a more
open attitude despite its official support of the
Russian PPWT project. India appears more
reserved while the US would seem to have a
cautiously positive attitude. 
In the U.N. general assembly, the traditional
resolution on transparency and measures of
trust in space activities, elaborated within the
1st commission, makes explicit reference to the
draft EU Code of Conduct for the first time. It
also invites the U.N. Secretary General to set
up a group of governmental experts charged
with carrying out a study on the subject and
presenting this report to the general assembly
in late 2011. 
As in the past, the Academy will contribute
its expertise and capacity for independent
reflection to help French and European
authorities with such extremely important
questions for the future of activities in
space. 

Gérard BRACHET
Academy President 
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“Clean Sky”: a designation that clearly sets the tone; whether
green or blue, we know straight off that it will be a question of sky
and environment. Let's be clear: the question here is not one of
waging war on the (scant) smoke still escaping from our factory
chimneys, nor even coping with the volcanic ash which grabbed the
headlines in 2010. We are talking of aeronautical technologies
designed to reduce the environmental footprint of future aircraft in
terms of CO2, noise, NOx and life cycle effects.

THE “CLEAN SKY” PROJECT

Report  of  the  month

Born out of the ACARE Strategic Research
Agenda, Clean Sky is a somewhat unusual
initiative. A “Joint Technological Initiative”, it
hinges on a public-private partnership
associating the European Commission and just
about the entire civil aircraft industry of Europe.
In the course of a ten year period (2008-2017),
it aims to deliver integrated demonstrators with
high “TRL” (Technology Readiness Level”).
The total cost of the programme is 1.6 billion
euros, making it one of two or three of the
largest research programmes ever financed by
the European Union in any field. 
In addition to direct benefits to European
citizens, the reduction of CO2 emissions and
noise also provides a federating objective on a
technological level:  efforts will be made in the
areas of aerodynamics, mass, propulsion
efficiency, flight path optimisation, etc. 
The programme is organised into six
“Integrated Technology Demonstrators”
(ITDs), technological platforms grouping
together coherent research areas and the
interested players. Each one is directed by a
tandem of industrialists. Three of them concern
aircraft directly: 
• Smart Fixed-Winged aircraft, for

commercial aircraft (Airbus and Saab)
• Green Regional Aircraft (Alenia and

EADS’s Spanish arm)
• Green Rotorcraft (Eurocopter and

AgustaWestland)
with three further, transverse topics:
• Sustainable and Green Engines (Rolls-

Royce and Safran)
• Systems for Green Operations (mission

and flight path management, energy
management) (Thales and Liebherr)

• Eco-Design (Dassault and Fraunhofer).
The whole is topped by a “Technology
Evaluator”, a set of models intended to
identify environmental benefits on a level of an
individual mission, an airport or the entire world
fleet. This Evaluator is directed by Thales and
the DLR.
Around this circle of ITD leaders is a wider
circle of Associates: over 70 other
industrialists, research centres, SME’s,
universities, committed like the leaders for the
whole duration of the programme. These
include organisations as diverse as Zodiac,
MTU, Onera, Ruag, the Universities of Milan
and Cranfield or the Romanian INCAS.
Leaders, Associates and the European

Commission constitute
the members of the
Clean Sky Joint
Undertaking, or J.U., a
peculiar legal creature
whose unique mission is
to implement the
Technological Initiative
of the same name. They
are represented by a
governing board, which
acts as both the
management committee
of the programme and
the board of directors of
the J.U. The essence of

the public-private partnership lies in the joint
taking of strategic decisions. Of course, shared
decision making also implies shared funding.
Funds are provided half by the Commission –
from the FP7 budget – and half by industry.
(NB: the term “industry” is a simplification. It
includes research centres and other public
organisations sharing the same financing
terms.)
A third circle exists, of crucial technological and
political importance: the “Partners”. These
are selected by means of regular (more or less
quarterly) calls for proposals.  They must meet
precise technical specifications stemming from
the requirements of the demonstrators. Today,
after seven calls for proposals and the related
evaluation processes which are carried out
according to European Commission rules, it
would appear that the SME’s are doing well,
representing about 40% of a total of almost
300 identified partners (and rising): Clean Sky
is gradually involving not only the major
aeronautics players, but also a significant
number of newcomers.
As regards governance, the highest authority is
wielded by the governing board while
management of the programme is entrusted to
the executive director of this Joint Undertaking
and his twenty member team. The J.U. issues
contracts to members and partners and
ensures proper execution of activities; the
director is directly responsible to the European
Parliament.
It would be tedious to cite the hundred or so
key technologies and thirty demonstrator
projects  included in the six ITDs. A few
examples will suffice in order to make some
general observations:
• Open Rotor is the most weighty, to the

extent that Clean Sky finances two parallel
projects: one by Rolls-Royce, the other by
Snecma, both with geared counter-rotating
pusher propulsors.  In terms of CO2 benefit,

Éric Dautriat
Executive Director of Clean Sky,
Academy correspondent
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Open Rotor is very promising: approximately
30% reduction in engine specific fuel
consumption, a little less once installed
because of weight penalties for example.
Problems of noise, vibration and certification
have to be resolved of course, but the latest
information is encouraging.  These two open
rotors will be bench tested in 2015. One of
them will subsequently be demonstrated in
flight on an Airbus A340-600. This concept is
in fact not entirely new, having already been
tested in the United States during the 1980s’
surge in fuel prices, more short-lived than
today. It does though benefit from
developments carried out in the past quarter
of a century. First observation: Clean Sky
includes neither flying wings, rhomboidal
wings, solar planes nor hydrogen
propulsion, but rather aims for the shorter
term, the very next generation of aircraft. 

• Laminarity is another large-scale project,
and a flight demonstration is also planned in
2015 on A340, with the realisation and
installation of an 8-m.-long wing element.
For the moment it is a question of natural
laminarity, which makes manufacturing
aspects all the more essential, as well as the
verification of the robustness of this
laminarity, which must not be lost with the
first mosquito strike! Like Open Rotor,
laminarity is an issue in the definition of the
A30X, successor to the A320 and also now
the A320 NEO. This A30X is due to enter
service in around 2025, which corresponds
well to the current Clean Sky demonstration
dealines. Second observation: Clean Sky, by
definition, is related to industrial strategies. It
aims to prepare, from the viewpoint of
environmental technologies, future
generations of planes and rotorcraft. This
provides an essential guarantee –
disregarding unforeseen factors which are
always possible in research – that public
expenditure will not be frittered away on
superb but unapplicable technologies. It is
also the objective of shared governance.

• Flight path optimisation is another
effective means to reduce both CO2
emissions and noise. In addition to the
SESAR programme – another “J.U.”
comprising the technical side of the
European Single Sky project –, which will
optimise air traffic and achieve
environmental benefits by avoiding fuel
waste, Clean Sky is also looking into cockpit
technologies which will enable real time
optimisation of an individual mission. Third
observation: SESAR is interested in traffic,
Clean Sky with the vehicle. Since the one

cannot advance without
the other, the two
programmes are partially
linked.

• Research concerning
composite materials
(and therefore weight) is
carried out within the
framework of regional
aircraft. Some examples
include carbon nanotubes
in order to improve
conductivity and shear
strength, and multi-layer,
multifunction materials.
Admittedly, Clean Sky is
far from being the only
party involved in research activities on
composites! For commercial aircraft, it is
carried out in other contexts. Fourth
observation: Clean Sky is not an island, on
the contrary, it has many partners, many
connections with the classic FP7 or national
programmes; better still, Clean Sky aims to
have some leverage on the latter. Let us
note that in France, for example, the
CORAC takes this necessary complement-
arity very seriously.

• Business aircraft, regional aircraft and
helicopters coordinate part of their “all-
electric” activities since “all-electric” or
“almost all-”, is easier to achieve in these
sectors (for reasons, in particular, of
dissipated power) than for commercial
aircraft, although the latter are not entirely
absent. Corresponding architectures will all
be tested on a “Copper Bird” belonging to
the “Eco-Design” ITD. Fifth observation:
Clean Sky is a coordinated programme, with
many interactions between the different
ITDs, and not a simple juxtaposition of
interests; this, together with the global
nature of the technology evaluator, demands
a “systems” approach which has not been a
feature of European programmes until now.

Clean Sky being an aeronautical enterprise,
one might say that it has now reached cruising
flight, after a slow start in 2008-2009 due to
initial difficulties in dialogue between industry
and the European Commission. These
difficulties have now been ironed out and the
necessary budgetary flexibility and operational
effectiveness achieved. Later, it will be up to
the “market” to put these technologies into
operation. Moreover, the planned implement-
ation in 2010 of carbon emissions rights should
begin to have an effect. 
The first intermediate achievements are

emerging: partial tests in flight, production of
innovative parts, etc. These parts of the puzzle
will begin to be assembled towards 2013,
when the largest demonstrators start to turn
over. In the meantime, the environmental
benefits must be secured. To conclude: given
the aim of gains of around 30% – varying
according to aircraft categories – for the
technological generation of 2020, we must not
ease up on the accelerator, nor change
priorities in spite of the inevitable economic
vicissitudes to come. The credibility of
aeronautics in the eyes of the Commission and
the European Parliament is at stake.
And if all goes well, a similar initiative,
undoubtedly embracing more ambitious
objectives and equipped with a common
“systems” or even “systems of systems” vision,
coordinated by a second generation J.U., will
take part in the next framework programme. 

After graduating from Lyon's Ecole
Centrale, Éric Dautriat joined Snecma's
Technical Directorate in 1979 as Design
office engineer, later taking on
responsibility for civil engine preliminary
designs. 
In 1985 he moved to CNES where, at the
Launcher Directorate, he became
successively Deputy Head of Ariane 4
complementary developments, Head of
preliminary launcher projects, Project
Manager Solid propellant for Ariane 5 and
finally Director of Launchers in 1997. 
In 2003 he rejoined Snecma then Safran
group as Director of Quality. 
In 2009 he was appointed Executive
Director of the Clean Sky Joint
Undertaking in Brussels.
He was elected correspondent of the Air
and Space Academy in 2009.
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German Space activities are mainly within the
competency of the Ministry for Economics and
Technology. Germany intermittently issues a mid-
term space programme but instead of issuing a new
one the Ministry issued on November 30th 2010 a
strategic paper. As there was no accompanying new
mid-term financial planning, industry, although
welcoming the paper, has expressed the need for
clarifying the financials as soon as possible. 
THE STRATEGY PAPER
Present Situation
The strategy paper begins with a strong declaration
that space is an indispensable instrument for solving
major challenges of our times. It goes on to identify
new challenges including growing competition from
China, India and South Korea, noting that the USA,
Russia, France, Japan should maintain their position. 
The new US space strategy calling for more
international cooperation except in the area of space
transport is viewed as a constructive challenge. 
The paper highlights the emergence of new markets
in Earth observation and space transportation and
new business models but warns that society's
growing dependence on space applications could
make space systems a target both of rogue nations
and hostile non-governmental actors. 
For Germany ESA is the major pillar of the space
programme because contributions flow almost
entirely back to Germany directly benefiting German
industry. The Strategy Paper reads therefore as a
clear expression in favour of ESA and delivers a more
reserved attitude towards the EU and its growing role.
Space as a key for solutions to global
challenges
All space projects will be judged against their capacity
to help reach German strategic goals, serve citizens,
solve societal challenges and bring a return on
investment. They shall:
• support safe exchange of goods on global level 
• serve the knowledge based society
• protect the earth by providing data and verification

means for global and climate change. 
• enhance public safety preparedness and defence

related discernment and ability to act.

Viewpoint

Ralph Jaeger 
Vice-President of the Academy, 

Former Senior Vice President of Arianespace 

GERMAN SPACE POLICY

• Demand and Benefits: Attention is focused
on benefit and demand, helping solve societal
issues and developing new, commercially
viable businesses. Responsible attitudes and
a high level of participation are required.
Financial participation could be decisive for a
project.

• Sustainability: Germany is committed to
sustainable space to enable future
generations to freely operate in space.

• International cooperation: Germany will
promote cooperation in order to improve
overall efficiency of programmes piloted by
ESA and Eumetsat or on bi- or multilateral
level. The existence of national industrial sites
also remains strategic. 

• Fields of activities: Germany defines a num-
ber of strategic activity fields: Earth observation
and radar capabilities including ground seg-
ments, data storage, GEO satellite system
capabilities, laser technology, satellite naviga-
tion and education. As robotics, mechatronics,
and artificial intelligence are considered cross-
cutting technologies combining space and ter-
restrial applications they are seen as business
enablers for global future markets. Germany
wishes to maintain unhindered access to key
technologies, subject to financial constraints,
and therefore favours an intelligent mix of auto-
nomy, cooperation and commercially available
technologies.

• Unified legal framework: After the Satellite
Data Security Law, designed to prohibit
uncontrolled dissemination of sensitive Earth
observation data, a consistent legal framework
is needed for entrepreneurial activities. The
government underlines its support for UN
Copuos activities and avoiding militarization of
space. 

• Space science: Germany strongly supports
space science as an engine for technological
innovation, industrial evolution and
improvement of science structures (e.g.
educating scientists and engineers). 

• New markets: The Federal Government
invites industry to increase its share of the
worldwide space market and supports Public
Private Partnership and financing models in
order to do so.

• Space for civil and military security: The
Federal Government may review whether its
organisational structures are fit for assuming
tasks of sovereign capacity. Germany will fully
use the security-relevant potentials of dual use
technologies for Earth observation and
satellite communication and develop a
national capability for space situational
awareness. 

• Distribution of roles in Europe: European
states have been successfully cooperating for
35 years within the framework of ESA. ESA
has gained a solid position, experience and
suitable instruments for managing complex
tasks. Its financial rules lead to appropriate
redistribution of workload and benefits
generated by European projects. A strong,
independent ESA is vital to the European
space sector. The EU's role is to complement
ESA, Eumetsat and its member states and
manage the applications side of space
activities. Germany urges the EU to develop
instruments appropriate to the needs of the
institutional space market.  

• Define role in exploration: The international
space station will be the focal point for science
in space as well as a symbol for international
cooperation. ISS operations shall be
evaluated for developing decisions for follow-
on-system or new directions. At this stage,
robotic exploration systems will have priority.
The Moon as archive of our solar system and
potential research platform remains a subject
of attention.

• Access to space: Access to key technologies
and powerful launch vehicles remains
essential for civil and military space but must
be cost-effective and internationally
competitive. Germany will therefore support all
measures to render Ariane more competitive
but warns that if new US policies cause
overcapacities European launcher policy
should be reviewed. The Federal Government
also favours maintaining Western capacity to
launch humans into space for as long as
robotic systems cannot replace humans,
considering this to be a subject of coordination
within Europe, the US and Japan.

Strategic guidelines 
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3  Questions  to  ...

Does Europe’s space policy need to be
revitalized, is it lagging? Do you feel key
decisions are being taken too slowly? In
the same vein, do European policy makers
underestimate new competitors?
Twenty-five years ago politicians were much
closer to technical management than today so
it was quicker and maybe easier to reach
decisions. Furthermore the decisions
concerning launchers today are more complex
than before, it is not just a question of creating
a capability, the end product must have an
internationally competitive capability. In
launchers we are still working within the
framework of decisions taken 20 to 30 years
ago. It is now time for new decisions that will
cover the next 4 or 5 decades. It is natural that
it takes some time to achieve decisions but I
am confident we will get there. 
The Academy’s report published recently as
Dossier 34 on Long-term Strategy for
European Space Launchers is timely and will
hopefully help in creating consensus. Leading
European policy makers are well aware of
what is at stake as regards European launcher
capability and do not underestimate what is
happening in our rapidly changing world. The
Academy report outlines a revitalized policy for
European launchers.

A totally new family of space launchers is
being envisioned by 2025. Ariane, Soyuz
and Vega should thus be succeeded by
next generation launchers. Do you believe
that ESA member states will agree to fund
such a huge programme?
Ariane, Vega and Soyuz are completely
separate launch systems with no synergies in
production. Developing a new generation of
launchers based on generic modules that can
be used in different configurations results in
comparatively low production costs.
Developments based on existing hard and
software are phased in gradually to avoid
major budget peaks and minimise risks.
Furthermore to maintain a highly sophisticated

activity like launchers you
must have a balance
between development
activities and production. The
programme outlined in the
report does just that. The
goal is to put European
launcher activities on a
sound economic basis, i.e.
price should cover costs
whilst maintaining inter-
national competitiveness in
launching any type of
satellite. The new generation
of launchers together with
the organisational and
management changes
outlined will do just that.
What is clear is that ESA
member states do not want
to continue the present way
of doing things. The
Academy report is a
response to wishes
expressed by member
states, in spite of the very
difficult financial situation we
face today. I believe the first
steps towards a new
generation of launchers
based on a family concept
can be taken. I do not think it
is a huge programme per se
nor in its European context.

In the longer term, will reusable space
launchers become a reality? Unexpectedly,
nothing is being planned.
As early as 1903, the Russian scientist
Tsiolkovsky established the so called rocket
equation. By applying it you quickly find that
the structure and the tanks needed to contain
the fuel are so heavy that you will never be
able to orbit a significant payload with a single
stage rocket. Thus it is necessary to use
several rocket stages.

Reusable systems have been studied
extensively all over the world and they are
found to be horrendously expensive. A two
stage to orbit reusable system is certainly
technically feasible but very very expensive.
The only existing reusable system is the
Shuttle – now being terminated for cost
reasons – and it will not be replaced.
I see no reusable systems on the near or
distant horizon.

Interview by Pierre Sparaco

Fredrik Engstrom
Former Director of Launchers for the European Space Agency,
Academy Fellow

Fredrik Engström
on European space launchers

Dossier 34: 
Long-term Strategy for European
Space Launchers 
120p, 2010, €15 

The Air and Space Academy has
always shown a keen interest in
space policy, expressing its
support for an ambitious
European approach on
numerous occasions in this
Dossier series. 
Any space policy relies on
adequate access to space. From
the 1970s on, Europe succeeded
in making autonomous access to
space a priority, paving the way
for the success of the Ariane
launchers. But achievements
resulting from far-sighted past decisions cannot
guarantee that such positions will be maintained in the
future, unless a long, hard look is taken at the issues
underpinning the future competitiveness of European
space launchers and international competition in this
market. 
This was the remit of the Space commission’s working
group into space launchers, set up in 2009, whose
report and recommendations are presented in this
Dossier. The Air and Space Academy thus hopes to
make a contribution to in-depth European reflection in
a key area of European space policy. 
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Life  of  the  Academy
February Session
The session of 3 February at Cité de l'espace,
Toulouse, brought together fifty or so Academy
members and partners, including Catherine
Guien, Deputy Mayor of Toulouse, who
presented the programme of the 3rd edition of
La Novela. The Academy will be contributing to
this festival's celebrations of the 25th

anniversary of Spot. 
During this session members adopted a
communiqué concerning the Regulation of the
European Parliament and of the Council on the
investigation and prevention of accidents and
incidents in civil aviation, on which the
Academy had issued a statement before its
adoption by the EU authorities. 
New Fellows Jean Broquet, Wolfgang Koschel
and Marc Noyelle gave their acceptance

s p e e c h e s ,
reflecting 40
years of
professional
experiences,
and Giovanni
Bignami gave
a very

amusing and interesting lecture on “We are all
Martians”, captivating his audience.

Session in the UK
A meeting between President Brachet, Alain
Garcia and the Royal Aeronautical Society's
President was held on 18 February to prepare
the April session which will be held this year in
Great Britain. 
Study days organised in Rabat 
On the invitation of the Moroccan civil aviation
authority, fellow members Paul-Louis Arslanian
and Mohamed Moufid, along with other
representatives, notably Mr Guilldou of the
BEA, took part in two study days organised in
Rabat on 13 and 14 January 2011 on accident
investigations in civil aviation. What transpired
from these debates was the need to establish
partnerships between all actors involved in
these investigations, and particularly legal
authorities. The contribution of our members
was highly appreciated by participants.
Commissions and sections
Early 2011 was a busy period for the working
groups of the Foresight commission, in order to
prepare the green paper due to be issued
before the Paris Air Show.
For its part, the Defence commission is actively
preparing a study into the European fighter
aircraft industry.

Section 3 has been very active, in liaison with
ICAO, preparing the Academy's next
conference, on “Air Transport Pilots facing the
Unexpected”.
Distinctions
We were delighted to learn of Anne-Marie
Mainguy's recent promotion to the rank of
Officer of the Legion of Honour and we congra-
tulate her most warmly. 
Obituary
Jean Boulet, a great test pilot and founder
member of our Academy, passed away on 15
February. A homage will be published in the
next Newsletter.

Jean-Claude
Chaussonnet

Secretary
general

You were my friend, and you served Airbus
faithfully. You definitely belong to that tribe of
pioneers known affectionately as the Cow-
Boys.
Fresh from Ensica, you were enlisted by
Aerospatiale before being sent to EPNER,
nearly forty years ago. Your bursts of laughter
and booming voice were soon to be heard
resounding from the hangars and the “cattle
trough” (flight test centre), in the early days of
the A300 and A340. 
You were a regular at La Grepio's where we
met up to celebrate our exploits, a glass of
beer in your hand rather than champagne,
your beaming smile and large frame hiding a
natural reserve.
A modest private pilot, as navigator-engineer
you tested the earliest wide-bodies.
Promoted to flight engineer you went on to fly
the A300B1, the 600 and the FFCC before
becoming the indisputable specialist of our
little marvel the A320 and its successors. 
Your opinion prevailed in our arguments as to
systems logics; your taste for detail, your
thoroughness from the outset impressed me
into thinking twice before contradicting you.

These qualities naturally oriented you
towards aircraft deliveries. There, customers
soon learned they could rely on your word
and no-one ever managed to persuade you
to conceal the defect of an aircraft: the truth
must out. We sometimes clashed and each
time I regretted it. You earned a new respect
for our Deliveries service and your
successors chose to pursue this style which
was to secure our reputation in the vast world
of operators.
And then I asked you to take on the
formidable post of Flight Safety Officer, in
charge of following up all flight incidents and
accidents, and was well aware that Airbus
would not be given any preferential
treatment. The news soon spread to the
certification authorities, tribunals for our
inevitable glitches. It spread throughout
Europe, but also to India, China, Thailand
and the USSR: what Yves said, went. 
You never gave way before employers or
tribunals, and yet you were the gentlest, the
kindest of men, disciplined, competent, and
inflexible in the face of hard facts. 
Nevertheless you were careful to keep to

what you knew,
leaving the
interpretation
to others. I was
witness to this
during the St
Odile trial to
which, in total
agreement on
the heart of the matter, you came to bear
witness despite a difference of opinion on
certain details. I am deeply grateful to you for
these days of shared distress.
Yves, we lived through twenty-five years of
good and bad times, you annoyed me, I
exasperated you, but we were indefectible
friends in the service of a common cause.
You led a busy retirement in many ways,
sometimes to the detriment of your passion
for stamp collecting and your railway. I had
the pleasure of welcoming you to the ranks of
the pilots of the Air and Space Academy,
within the Section 3.
Rest in peace, Yves, you have surely earned
it!

Homage to Yves Benoist

Bernard Ziegler
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André Cavin was born
in Dijon on 13
December 1924.
After graduating from
ENSAM, in 1946, he
joined the CEV flight
test centre. A year
later, he was selected
for the 2nd course of
the newly founded

EPNER flight test personnel training school
and obtained the diploma of flight test
engineer No.1.
To describe his career in CEV is to retrace the
history of French post-war aviation. 
From 1946 to 1974, he was Head of Flight
testing for an impressive range of aircraft,
from the MD 450 Ouragan to the Mirage IVA,
the Breguet Alize and Taon, Sncaso's
Espadon, Sncase's Voltigeur, the training
aircraft Morane and Fouga, experimental
aircraft such as the famous Leduc and, in the
civil sector, the Latécoère 631, the S030P

Bretagne, the Mystère XX, the Mercure and
finally Concorde.
During this flamboyant era of flight testing, it
was not easy for a young engineer to assert
himself: André Cavin managed, because he
was highly respected.
All who worked with him agree on his
exceptional skills based on technical
knowledge enhanced by experience, common
sense and an eye for the essential, together
with natural goodwill and a healthy sense of
humour.
I would also like to say something of André
Cavin's role in preparing Concorde for
certification.
In 1965, the CEV set up the Concorde trials
team in which André played a central role in
elaborating TSS standard regulations for
certification at the following stages:
• preparatory trials on Mirage IV A
• during trials on NASA's study simulator in

Moffett Field
• during official evaluations on Concorde 001.

His natural reserve lead him to flee media
attention and power struggles and he decided
to direct a team of youngsters, contributing his
experience and rigour but preferring to stay in
the background and play a moderating role.
This goes some way to explaining why a new
generation of test pilots, who took up the torch
from our predecessors in the major
aeronautics programmes of the past 40 years,
came to look on him as their mentor.
He then lent his skills to the area of aviation
safety, expertising over 800 air incidents or
accidents reports over a period twenty years.
The Academy, in official recognition of the role
André Cavin played in the major aeronautics
programmes, elected him Honorary member.
André Cavin passed away on 1st January of
this year. 
His ashes were buried in the flight path of the
Istres air force base’s runway.

Homage to André Cavin

Dossiers 
(bilingual French-English series)
34 Long-term Strategy for European

Space Launchers, 120p, 2010, 15€
33 Airports and their Challenges,

80pp, 2010, €15
32 Risktaking, conclusions and

recommendations, 84pp, 2009, €15
31 For a European Approach to

Security in Space, 2008, 64pp, €15
30 The Role of Europe in Space

Exploration, 2008, 84pp, €15
29 Air Transport and the Energy

Challenge, 2007, 60pp, €15
28 Airline Safety, 2007, 60pp, €15
27 Space: a European Vision, 2006,

200pp, €20
26 Low-fare Airlines, 2005, 68pp, €15
25 The UAV Revolution, 2004, 88pp,

€15
24 The Impact of Air Traffic on the

Atmosphere, 2004, 88pp, €10
23 The Ballistic Threat: what policy

for France and Europe?, 2004,
40pp, €10

22 Europe and Space Debris, 2003,
40pp, €10

21 Feedback from Experience in Civil
Aviation, 2003, 28pp, €10

20 Pilot Training, 2003, 28pp, €10

Publications

General works 
In French unless marked with an asterisk
• Annales 2001-2007 

Tome 1 - Travaux, 284 p, €20
Tome 2 - Communications, 350 p, €20 

• Lexique franglais-français, 2009, 70 p
A5, €10 

• Les Français du ciel, historic dictionary
published by cherche midi under the
direction of L. Robineau, 2005, 784pp, €35

• *A positioning system “GALILEO”:
strategic, scientific and technical stakes,
English version 2004, 200pp, €19

• Ciels des Hommes, anthology proposed by
L. Robineau, cherche midi, 1999, 222pp, €15

Conference proceedings
English and French according to speaker
• Air transport and Meteorology, 2011,

online, 15€
• Airports and their Challenges, 2010,

CDRom, €20
• Risktaking: a human necessity that

must be managed, 2008, CDRom, €20
• Scientific and Fundamental Aspects of

the Galileo Programme, 2008, CDRom,
€20

• Air Transport and the Energy Challenge,
2007, CDRom, €20

Pierre Baud

Le destin de l'univers I, II, Trous
noirs et énergie solaire, Jean-Pierre
Luminet, Collection Folio essais, €21
Tome I: À la recherche du destin de
l'Univers. J-P. Luminet retraces the main
stages of cosmic evolution and sketches
some possible scenarios. Tome II:
Voyage to the heart of the invisible
which unveils the extravagant properties
of the most mysterious of creatures in
astrophysics: black holes. 

Airbus, wings of change
Yves Marc, Éditions Privat,
€34.50
Throughout the last century,
from generation to generation,
those involved with aviation
pooled their expertise and
their unwavering passion for
the profession of aircraft manufacturer - a profession
that requires a blend of science, patience, and
tenacity. This book pays homage to … the continuity of
talent throughout the company - talent that has

undeniably made Airbus the “number one”
airplane manufacturer in the world.
Témoin privilégié de l'histoire de
l'aviation du XXe siècle, Jacques
Noetinger, Nouvelles Éditions Latines, €30 
In this work, Jacques Noetinger describes
the encounters that have marked his life,
in homage to these exceptional men and
women.

Members’ publicationsComprehensive list and ordering facilities on our website: 
www.air-space-academy.org
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For  your  diary
For more information on our events: www.air-space-academy.org

Conference: Air Transport Pilots
facing the Unexpected
29-30 Nov. 2011, at DGAC Paris
This conference clearly shares many common
concerns with the regional congress of ICAO's
NGAP programme (Next Generation of Aviation
Professionals), to be held in the same venue on 1
and 2 December 2011. 
It is directed at all air transport players, whether
involved in operations, design, training or
regulations.

The Lettre de l’Académie de l’Air et de l’Espace is
a two-monthly publication – ISSN 1288-5223
The conclusions and opinions expressed in this document are
those of the authors, within a context of freedom of expression
cultivated by our Academy. They do not necessarily reflect the
opinions of the Academy or its partners.
EDITORIAL OFFICES/ADMINISTRATION:
Air and Space Academy:
BP 75825 – 31505 Toulouse Cedex 5
Tel.: 33 (0)5 34 25 03 80 – Fax: 33 (0)5 61 26 37 56
Email: publications@anae.fr – Internet : www.air-space-
academy.org
DIRECTEUR DE LA PUBLICATION/EDITOR: Gérard Brachet
EDITORIAL TEAM: Jean-Claude Chaussonnet, Yves Marc,
Pierre Sparaco, Martine Ségur, Lindsey Jones
PRE-PRESS: Lindsey Jones
TRANSLATION: Lindsey Jones, David Williams
PRINTED BY: ENAC Service Édition
7 avenue Édouard Belin – 31055 TOULOUSE CEDEX 4

Previous issues:
No.71 New Aircraft Manufacturers, Jan 2011
No.70 GOCE space mission, November 2010
No.69 Future engines, September 2010
No.68 The Moon is dead, Long live Mars!, June, 2010
No.67 Aeronautical and Space Training in Europe, April,

2010
The full list of previous issues and other publications can
be found on our website: www.air-space-academy.org

12/04 Future Aircraft propulsion, Jacques
Renvier, in English at 12.30 at the Royal
Belgian Academy of Sciences, in Brussels

20/04 *Motorising civil transport aircraft: inte-
gration as seen by a manufacturer,
Sébastien Rémy, Airbus, at 6p.m., ISAE
SupAero Toulouse

26/04 *Searching for the white
bird, Bernard Decré, in
French at 6p.m. in the
Toulouse Médiathèque
José Cabanis

31/05 Observing the sun to
understand our climate,
Prof. Roger Maurice
Bonnet, in French at 6p.m. in the Toulouse
Médiathèque José Cabanis

28/06 A century of naval aeronautics, Robert
Feuilloy, in French at 6p.m. in the Toulouse
Médiathèque José Cabanis

* = in partnership with 3AF

LecturesToulouse Encounters
3-4 May 2011, ISAE SupAéro campus, Toulouse

Training through exchange, the Toulouse Encounters
pursue a triple aim: educational, scientific and network
building. Compose your own customised course out of
40 thematic encounters spread over 4 half-days.

Structure design
- Aircraft design
- New materials, procedures and architectures 
- Eco-design
- Acoustic insulation
Materials
- Aluminium counter attacks
- REACH: industrial implications 
- Developments and challenges of fixations
- Fatigue
Military domain
- Military aircraft specific structures
- UCAV
- Future HSI in fighter aircraft
- Missiles: technological breakthroughs
Space and its uses
- The integrity of GNSS navigation systems

services 
- Space telecoms - broadband access 
- METOP
- Processing of satellite images 
Avionics
- E-operations 
- Use of multi-core processors 
- Performance and navigation demands
- In flight entertainment

Modelling and Simulation
- Conserving digital 3D models for certification
- MRO Service Support  
- Hybrid Simulation
- Simulation for beyond rational decision

making
Onboard Energy
- Development of onboard energy

management system 
- Onboard electrical energy storage

management  
- Future landers 
- High electric voltage in aeronautics
Competitiveness tools of R&D
- Innovation, competitiveness and standardi-

sation 
- The importance of public funding for R&D
- CORAC technological demonstrators 
- Economic intelligence and competitiveness
Civil Aviation
- Use of recording equipment 
- New technologies for airspace management
- Airlines faced with environmental regulations
- Towards an air transport intranet

www.entretienstoulouse.com

Supported events

Science fair in Casablanca 
23 to 29 May 2011, Morocco
The Mundiapolis scientific committee invites you to
this unprecedented scientific event, whose goal is to
encourage as many players as possible from the
areas of research, innovation and culture to take part
and exchange ideas.
Paris Air Show
20 to 26 June 2011, Le Bourget, Paris, France
As usual, the Academy will be present at the air
show on the GIFAS stand. Academy members will
introduce the Academy's activities.

www.paris-air-show.com
3rd conference on Scientific and fundamental
aspects of the Galileo Programme
31 August - 2 Sept. 2011, Copenhagen, Denmark
Conference organised by ESA in collaboration with
DTU Space, Danish National Space Institute,
Technical University of Denmark, and supported by
the Academy.         www.congrex.nl

7th Gimont Aerospace meetings
28 Sept. 2011 - 2 Oct. 2011, Gimont, France
This festival will include workshop for
youngsters, a job forum, lectures, film
projections, a pyrotechnics show, exhibitions
and an air meeting.

www.gimont-aero.com
La Novela Festival
7-23 Oct. 2011, Toulouse, France
Festival of scientific culture, aiming to present
the sciences in a new way, through wonder,
aesthetics, discovery and encounter.

www.novela.toulouse.fr
Blagnac aerospace image and book
festival, 17-20 Nov. 2011, Blagnac, France
Annual meeting organised by the Blagnac
Municipality with the association “Des étoiles et
des ailes” on aerospace activities, with
projections, lectures, dedications. 

www.desetoilesetdesailes.com


